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Kokabiel 1

Kokabiel
Kokabiel (Aramaic: כוכבאל, Greek: χωβαβιήλ), also spelled Kôkabîêl, Kôkhabîêl, Kakabel, Kochbiel, Kokbiel,
Kabaiel, or Kochab, considered the 'angel of the stars,' [1] is a fallen angel, the fourth mentioned of the 20 Watcher
leaders of the 200 fallen angels in the Book of Enoch.[2] His name is generally translated as "star of God,"[3] which is
fitting since it has been said that Kokabiel taught astrology to his associates.[4]

According to The Book of The Angel Raziel, Kokabiel is a holy angel; in other apocryphal lore, however, he is
generally considered to be fallen. Kokabiel is said to command an army of 365,000 spirits.[3]
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In the Hebrew Enoch (Jellinek, "B. H." v. 176) the following angel-princes are named: 

Baradiel, from barad, set over the hail 

Ruḥiel, " ruaḥ, " " " wind. 

Baraḳiel, " baraḳ, " " " lightning. 

Za'amael, " za'am, " " " storm. 

Zikḥel, " ziḳ, " " " glow wind (or comet). 

Zava'el, " zva'ot, " " " whirlwind. 

Za'afiel, " za'af, " " " hurricane. 

Ra'amiel, " ra'am, " " " thunder. 

Ra'ashiel, " ra'ash, " " " earthquake. 

Shalgiel, " sheleg, " " " snow. 

Maṭariel, " matar, " " " rain. 

Shamsiel, " shemesh, " " " light of day. 

Lailahel, " lailah, " " " night. 

Galgaliel, " galgal, " " " wheel of the sun. 

Ofaniel, " ofan, " " " wheel of the moon. 

Kokbiel, " kokab, " " " stars. 

Rehaṭiel, " rahat ("runner"), set over the planets. 
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Kochbiel: “the star of God”; angelic astrologer 
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